
2013 SSI Contest 



The Question: 
  What exciting physics will you 
lecture about at the 2023 SLAC 
Summer Institute and why? 
 
 

 



Sample Entries: 

Greetings SSIers, 
Sorry to miss your wonderful Summer School but I 
am very busy working on my ATLAS analyses.  
Like most people I believe in New Physics beyond 
the Standard Model. I would imagine that in 2023 
I would like to come to the SSI and give a lecture 
on something really EXOTIC & bizarre like the 
observation of different kinds of Higgs bosons 
that would be produced in SUSY particle 
cascades. This would be a wonderful and 
unexpected discovery & change our view of what 
happens at the TeV scale!  I do hope we see 
something like this at 14 TeV.  
Good luck with your studies..I hope to see you at 
CERN    Cheers, Fabiola  

 



Sample Entries: 

       The intentional ambiguity of 
this question belies the 
existential desperation in the 
HEP community…… it means 
NOTHING. 
 
               - Anonymous 



Panel of Distinguished Experts 



The Runner Up 
-     Geert-Jan Besjes 
 
   ….However, at 14 TeV cracks started appearing 
readily, leading to a discovery of heavy super-particles 
around 1.5 TeV.  This discovery proved very timely for 
the ILC, which came online at the end of the decade.  
Not only did the ILC’s experiments measure SM-
particles to astonishing precision, but their Higgs-
properties programs clearly provided further 
constraints of yet undiscovered SUSY particles… 
 
  



The Winner 
 

-David Caratelli 
 
“ν’s: the precision frontier”  A journey through the history of 
precision neutrino measurements and the new physics we have and 
can expect to learn along the way. 
 
•  How we gained incredible precision on ν mixing parameters 
•  How we now have hints for the MH 
•  How IceCube has produced precise maps of the ν sky 
•  Results from 0νββ decay and overall mass scale 
•  Sterile ν’s answer from µBooNE/Cosmic 
                                                                                   



 
 
 

J. Hewett 

A View Ahead 
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What is the world made of? 
 

What holds the world together? 
 

Where did we come from? 
       



Evolved Thinker 



Evolved Thinker 

1.  Are there undiscovered principles of 
    nature: New symmetries, new physical laws? 
2. How can we solve the mystery of dark 
    energy? 
3. Are there extra dimensions of space? 
4. Do all the forces become one? 
5. Why are there so many kinds of particles? 
6. What is dark matter? 
    How can we make it in the laboratory? 
7. What are neutrinos telling us? 
8. How did the universe come to be? 
9. What happened to the antimatter? 
 
From ‘Quantum Universe’ 



2003 
10 yrs ago! 
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Questions like these capture ‘universal’ interest 



HEP and the Frontiers 

Shows multi-pronged approach to 
search for new physics 

•  Direct Searches 
•  Precision Measurements 
•  Rare and Forbidden Processes 
•  Fundamental Properties of Particles 

and Interactions 
•  Cosmological observations 

Good representation of HEP 
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Lesson: Easy to lose sight of the big picture and  
forget we are all addressing the same questions 



HEP and the Frontiers 

Shows multi-pronged approach to 
search for new physics 

•  Direct Searches 
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Lesson: Easy to lose sight of the big picture and  
forget we are all addressing the same questions 

The 
Knowledge 

Frontier 



What have we learned since the Quantum Universe? 

The Science Toolbox Timeline: we learn from experiment 



What have we learned since the Quantum Universe? 

§  Higgs: Discovered! 

§  Where’s SUSY? Or any other BSM? 

§  All neutrino mixings are large: θ13 

§  Quark Flavor Sector is SM-like 
»  New XYZ States @ 4-5 GeV:  Who ordered that? 

§  Signals for Dark matter? or NOT! 

§  Standard Model of the universe: ΛCDM 



This knowledge is reflected @ the SSI 



How does this data guide the next decade? 

§  Higgs: Discovered! 

§  Where’s SUSY? Or any other BSM? 

§  All neutrino mixings are large: θ13 

§  Quark Flavor Sector is SM-like 
»  New XYZ States @ 4-5 GeV:  Who ordered that? 

§  Signals for Dark matter? or NOT! 

§  Standard Model of the universe: ΛCDM 



Higgs:  Discovered! 







Higgs:  Discovered!  It took a long time… 

Higgs Hunters Guide (1989) 

Higgs 

Higgs 

Perturbative 
Unitarity gave us 
the mass range 

Precision EW measurments  
narrowed the mass range 

Theorists calculated 
 
 
Colliders were built 
(or not) 



Higgs:  Discovered!  People Celebrated. 
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Higgs:  Discovered!  People Celebrated. 



Higgs:  Discovered!  Not just another particle. 



Higgs:  Discovered!  Exclude imposters. 

§  Spin determinations 
»  Spin-1:  no 
»  Spin-2: Probably not 

§  Pseudoscalar? 
»  No, but could be CP 

admixture 
§  SU(2) triplet? 
»  No 
»  λWZ = 0.8 ± 0.15 

(ATLAS) 
§  Can still tune dilaton or 

spin-2 imposter to fit 
current data  

                   (Chacko, Hubisz) 
 



Higgs:  Discovered!  Is it non-Standard Model like? 

§  Could be a mixture from more then one SU(2) doublet, 
singlet or triplets 

§  Could be a mixture of CP even and odd 
§  Could have enhanced/suppressed couplings to photons 

or gluons if there are heavy exotic charged/colored 
particles 

§  Could decay to exotic particles (e.g., dark matter) 
§  May not couple to fermions proportionally to their mass 
§  Could be composite and not unitarize WW scattering by 

itself 

All these possibilities are currently allowed by data  
and are examined in ~1000 theory papers! 



Higgs:  Discovered!  What we know now. 

§  Current fits to Higgs signal strengths 



Higgs:  Discovered!  Future Precision. 

Peskin: 1207.2516 

This will be updated @Snowmas by the experiments 



Japan is making overtures…. 
Murayama LP13 



Higgs:  Discovered!  Future Precision. 



Higgs:  Discovered!  Full model-independent approach. 

§  In a complete 
analysis all 34 + 
25 4-fermion 
operators need 
to be 
considered. 

§  Demonstrates 
the art of 
choosing a basis 

Grzadkowski etal 1008.4884 



LP13 



Higgs:  Discovered!  How Many? 

§  How many Higgs are there? 
§  Minimal SUSY has 5… 
§  This search is a long-term 

challenge for the LHC 
»  Heavy Higgs undetectable 

wedge 
»  Light exotic states 
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Higgs:  Discovered!  Connections. 

§  Is there a Higgs portal to Dark Matter? 
§  What is the origin of the EW scale? 
§  Does the Higgs trigger UV instabilities? 
§  Electroweak Baryogenesis 
§  How does the Higgs talk to neutrinos? 
§  Is the Higgs related to inflaction or Dark Energy? 

Higgs is connected to all HEP Frontiers! 



Where’s SUSY? Or any other BSM? 

The canonical BSM paradigm 
 

§  Natural and MFV SUSY @EW scale 
§  Neutralino Dark Matter 
§  A grand desert populated at the high 

scale by a hidden sector for dynamical 
SUSY breaking, some heavy Majorana 
neutrinos, maybe PQ axions, inflatons 

§  Gauge coupling unification ~1016 GeV 
accompanied by GUTs or stringy 
unification 

§  Planck scale strings with structure to 
explain flavor 

Talk by J. Lykken @KITP 



Where’s SUSY? 

LHC 

SUSY 

No sign of SUSY (yet)… 
 



SUSY 

pMSSM 

MSSM 

N=1 

CMSSM 

NMSSM 
  Dirac 
gauginos 

singlinos 

U(1)’  
 

      REMINDER:   
SUSY is not  a single  
model but a very large  
theoretical framework 

Image by T. Rizzo 



Where’s SUSY?  The pMSSM Model Framework 
 

 The phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM)  
•  Most general CP-conserving MSSM with R-parity 
•  Minimal Flavor Violation,  First 2 sfermion generations are 

degenerate w/ negligible Yukawas 
•  No GUT, SUSY-breaking, high-scale assumptions! 
•  19/20 real, weak-scale parameters (Neutralino/Gravitino 

LSP) 
        scalars: 

        mQ1
, mQ3

, mu1
, md1

, mu3
, md3

, mL1
, mL3

, me1
, me3 

            
gauginos:  M1, M2, M3 

        tri-linear couplings:  Ab, At, Aτ 
            Higgs/Higgsino:  µ, MA, tanβ 
        (Gravitino:  MG) 

         

Berger, Gainer, JLH, Rizzo  0812.0980 

Supersymmetry without Prejudice 



Where’s SUSY?  The pMSSM 

Scan with Linear Priors  
 

Perform large scan over  
Parameters 
 

100 GeV ≤ msfermions  ≤ 4 TeV   

 50 GeV ≤ |M1, M2, µ| ≤ 4 TeV   

400 GeV ≤  M3 ≤ 4 TeV  
 100 GeV ≤  MA  ≤ 4 TeV  
1 ≤ tanβ ≤ 60 
|At,b,τ| ≤ 4 TeV 
(1 ev ≤ mG ≤ 1 TeV) (log prior)  
 

 

Subject these points to  
Constraints from: 
 

•  Flavor physics 
•  EW precision 

measurements 
•  Collider searches 
•  Cosmology 

~225,000 models survive constraints for each LSP type! 
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Employ all publically released ATLAS analyses since 1 March 

X 
✓  

✓ 
CMS 

X 
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✓ 
✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 
✓ 

✓ 
✓ 

✓ 
✓ 

✓ 
✓ 
✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

X  

X  
✓ 

✓ 



7 TeV Searches 8 TeV Searches 

✓  =  Newly added search 

The new  8 TeV  3rd gen searches are  
seen to have more power  ! 

Total  Excluded ~35% (was ~32% !) 
No effect from mh = 126±3 GeV cut 

✓  
✓  
✓  
✓  
✓  
✓  

✓  

✓  

✓  
✓  

✓  

✓  

✓  
✓  

 → 
 → 

✓  

LHC Search Results for the pMSSM with Neutralino 
LSP: percentage of models excluded by data 



Effects of LHC Searches on Neutralino LSP Sample 

Simplified Model Limit (ATLAS) 



Effects of LHC Searches on Neutralino LSP Model Set 
7/8 TeV 

All available analyses through 3/1/13 37% of 225k model set excluded 

Simplified Model result (ATLAS) 





14 TeV LHC pMSSM Coverage for 0.3 & 3 ab-1  
Jets+MET Analysis only (ATLAS European Strategy Study) 
225k Neutralino LSP model set 

300 fb-1: 92.1% of models excluded 3 ab-1: 97.5% of models excluded 



Higgs partial widths in the pMSSM: bb 

rbb 

- 

Current Bound 



Where’s BSM? 

§  Lots of 
possibilities! 
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Where’s BSM? 

The LHC program has only just begun… 



All neutrino mixings are large: θ13 

§  The neutrino sector presents very fundamental questions 
»  Dirac vs Majorana? 
»  Is CP violated? 
»  What are the neutrino masses? 
»  What is the mass hierarchy? 
»  Are there sterile neutrinos? 
»  How do they talk to the Higgs? 
»  Why are the mixing angles so large? 

§  Most of these questions have already been answered for 
the other fermions! 

§  Neutrinos can probe phenomena from vastly different 
scales 



All neutrino mixings are large: θ13 

§  Neutrino mass is a completely different scale 

The only dimension-5 
operator allowable by SM 
symmetries gives rise to 
neutrino mass 



All neutrino mixings are large: θ13 

§  Mass Hierarchy.  How can we not know this?  But what 
does it mean? 



All neutrino mixings are large: θ13 

Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay 

•   Tests fundamental  
   Nature of the neutrino 
•   Tests Lepton Number 
   Violation 

100 kg 



LBNE Phase 1 Sensitivities 

J.Strait, FRA Visiting Committee Meeting, 
March 28-29, 2013 

5 + 5 years 
ν + ν̄ 	


Width of bands indicate potential improvements in 
the beam design, currently being studied. 

Combining atmospheric neutrino data (with an underground LBNE 
detector location) can further improve the mass hierarchy sensitivity. 



LBNE Phased with Project X 

J.Strait, FRA Visiting Committee Meeting, 
March 28-29, 2013 

35
 k

t  
x 

 1
0 

yr
s 

Phase 1 baseline and beam capabilities enable a program leading to 
> 5σ CP violation sensitivity. 





Quark Flavor Sector is SM-like 

§  The Flavor sector is very well constrained 

•  Legacy of the B-
Factories 

 
•  Strong constraints on 

model building 



§  Lkjlj 

Does this truly exclude 2HDMs???? 



Changzheng LP13 



Quark Flavor Sector is SM-like 

Flavor physics explores very high energy scales 
 

LHC does this (if within reach) 



J. Ritchie 



Intensity Frontier Linked to Other Frontiers 

The science of the Intensity Frontier is connected to 
the Energy and Cosmic Frontiers 
 

Connections between LHC results and flavor 
factories 

Forced to choose 
between MFV 
and Naturalness 

Arkani-Hamed 



J. Ritchie 





The Intensity Frontier t-shirt 

Thanks to  
David Hitlin 



Signals for Dark Matter?  Or NOT! 

§  How do we believe a signal when we see one? 

We have 3 distinct potential signals for Dark Matter.  Yet we  
believe none of them. It is difficult to explain any of them in SUSY… 



Signals for Dark Matter?  Or NOT! 

§  How do we believe a signal when we see one? 

SUSY requires a large boost to fit the positron data 
Cotta etal 1007.5520  



Relating 130 GeV Υ-Ray Line to Photon Continuum 

•  Fermi data places strong bounds on ratio of continuum 
photons to monochromatic lines 

•  These constraints exclude neutralino dark matter as a 
source of the 130 GeV line 

Ratio as predicted by SUSY Ratio as constrained by Fermi 

Cohen etal 1207.0800 

Excluded 



Ultra-weak Hidden Sectors 

Hidden Sector Vector Portal/Heavy Dark Sector 
Photons: 
Couplings to SM small enough to have missed so far, 
but big enough to find 
 
Theories motivated by cosmic frontier 
Signatures at Intensity and (Energy) frontiers 

Effective 
coupling to SM 
vs Mass plane 

mA’ < 1ev 

mA’ > 1ev 



Standard Model of the Universe: ΛCDM 

§  We have a new Standard Model that fits the CMB data 
exceedingly well: What’s next? 

Λ Need new ideas here 



Standard Model of the Universe: ΛCDM 

§  We have a new Standard Model that fits the CMB data 
exceedingly well: What’s next? 



We are in a very exciting time! 

§  Many discoveries! 

§  Many experiments on the horizon 

§  Looking forward to SSI in 2023! 


